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Best practices to ensure your healthcare facility is safe, secure and OSHA-compliant
Lockout and tagout are often considered requirements for industrial environments. But with today’s

accident trends showing that many serious injuries and fatalities occur in non-industrial settings, more and 

more healthcare institutions are becoming concerned about the safety of their maintenance personnel and 

contractors. The OSHA regulation that controls hazardous energy during service and maintenance

activities applies to all places of employment, and certainly, the machinery-intensive environments of

hospitals, clinics, and educational centers are not exceptions. Formal lockout practices are of paramount 

importance for healthcare campuses where a wide range of maintenance activities, equipment types, and 

potential environmental and mechanical hazards abound. This report outlines current challenges, impacts, 

and best practices related to keeping your healthcare campus safe, secure, and OSHA-compliant.

 

Lockout vs.tagout
When we talk about lockout and tagout, what precisely do we mean, and what are the differences and 

requirements? Let’s begin by defining the terms.

 

Lockout is:
The placement of lockout devices secured with safety padlocks on energy isolating equipment, such as 

valves, electrical breakers and disconnect switches (in accordance with an established lockout procedure) 

in a manner that:

        • Ensures that the equipment that is being controlled cannot be operated until the lockout devices are

           removed

        • Involves the personal participation of each worker exposed to hazards related to the sudden startup

           of machinery or other releases of energy

OSHA requires that where a device can be locked out, it must be locked out. That means that the device 

itself must either:

        • Directly receive a padlock to hold the on/off switch in the off-controlled position, or

        • Accept the application of a lockable energy isolation device
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A machine-specific procedure is required for any equipment with:

        • More than one energy source

        • Unique power connections

        • A required sequence of steps required to shut down the equipment

Tagout is:
The act of placing prominent warning tags in place on energy-isolating sources. In a tagout, there must 

also be explicit warnings clearly posted saying not to energize, along with clear identification of the worker 

who has placed the tag along with every worker participating in the work to be done. In addition, at least 

one other method of protecting personnel must also be utilized during tagout to provide protection that is 

equal to lockout. Because this is more challenging to accomplish, lockout is the preferred method used in 

most workplaces.

Lockout challenges unique to healthcare vs industrial facilities
Accidents can affect workers operating or servicing any piece of

machinery. That means, despite common assumptions, lockout 

procedures are not limited to industrial-only applications.

While manufacturing complexes are well-known to be machinery intensive, 

healthcare institutions can be equally so but in different ways, with

different types of equipment. Hospitals may have hundreds of distinct 

pieces of machinery requiring lockout procedures — each with multiple 

energy shutoff points.
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Common healthcare equipment requiring lockout/tagout procedures include:
        • Heating, cooling and ventilation equipment

        • Complex lighting systems

        • Data centers

        • Elevators

        • Water systems

        • Generators

        • Specialty equipment such as R&D or laboratory equipment, imaging equipment (hospitals), audio/

           visual systems and redundant power sources

Less awareness, fewer resources and a lack of procedures
In healthcare facilities, there is generally a lack of overall awareness of lockout obligations under OSHA 

regulations, which can pose a challenge. Usually fewer people participate in lockout procedures in an 

institutional setting – meaning there may be fewer qualified experts. Not to mention, less resource training, 

less frequent auditing and more limited procedures for the staff to follow.

Failure to meet current standards for lockout practices in your organization could mean that your facility is 

at risk of an OSHA violation. Or worse: severe accidents or even the deaths of workers caught up in 

machinery that suddenly starts up.

Every healthcare facility is required to meet the OSHA standard 1910.147. This standard covers the 

servicing and maintenance of machines and equipment where the unexpected energization or start-up of 

such machines or the release of stored energy could harm employees, patients or visitors.
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Four Lockout Strategies for Healthcare Campuses

#1  Develop a Hazardous Energy Control Program
The best place to start is with the creation of a hazardous energy control 

system guide specific to the operations of your healthcare facility. This 

guide should be a user-friendly, site-specific document customized to 

your operation and appropriate for teaching and demonstrating successful 

practices.

Your hazardous energy control program should detail for all applicable employees:

                                                                   • The scope and application of your lockout policy

        • Responsibilities of all participating personnel: administration,  

           authorized, affected, and other

        • Documented energy-control procedures

        • Method of accessing all necessary energy-control equipment

           and hardware

        • Employee training/re-training program for authorized and

           affected personnel

        • Contractor participation in energy-control practices

        • Annual inspections of the use of the procedures to verify, 

           maintain, or improve their effectiveness

#2  Create Machine-Specific, Visually Instructive Lockout 
Procedures

      In addition to an overview guide of your lockout/tagout program

standards, it is important to provide equipment-specific instructions to ensure that work on specific 

equipment is carried out safely and to code. For this type of instruction, a visual approach is best, one 

where you clearly show the equipment to be worked on with step-by-step instructions as to what must be 

secured and done to prepare for a lockout.

 

Example of the table of contents to a 
facility-specific lockout program 
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Lockout procedure should include sequential steps for:

        • Shutting down, isolating, blocking, and securing machines

           or equipment to control hazardous energy

        • The correct placement, removal and transfer of lockout 

           devices

        • Testing a machine or equipment to verify the effectiveness 

           of lockout devices and the energy control measures

# 3  Group Procedures for Commodity-Style Equipment
Grouped procedures will help you achieve better control of the scale 

and cost of your lockout project in terms of documentation. These 

procedures should only be used for commodity equipment that is

repetitive, simple (2–4 energy isolation points), and numerous 

(dozens to hundreds on site).

All equipment in the “group” must be identical or at least very similar in:

        • Construction: same make, model, year

        • Installation: fed by similar disconnect, valves, etc.

        • Magnitude of energy: same voltages, pressures, etc.

#4  Use a Checklist Method for Group Procedures
A checklist method takes the information in a visual or grouped guideline and builds it into a procedure 

that provides general guidance. It also serves to create a record of accountability for workers

(or contractors) in remote areas of the facility.

Organizations can use checklists to highlight warnings, specify requirements, and obligate workers to 

check off when specific tasks are complete. Workers, contractors and hospital staff can scan actual step-

by-step procedures associated with the type of equipment and perform the work, noting each step com-

pleted in order. There should also be space provided to note the lockout device used and specifically what 

testing was conducted to ensure there was zero energy in the machine.

 

Example of a machine-specific lockout
procedure visual guide
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Use checklists for clarity, accountability and feedback
Checklists should be handed out to designated individuals or contractors when they are assigned to a 

specific piece of equipment. These individuals will be required to use them to account for their actions and 

confirm the lockout has been correctly performed. In addition, checklists can provide workers with a handy 

feedback tool to signal if they encounter any problems locking out.

Employee Training
In addition to being equipped with guidelines, procedures and checklists, 

your employees must be rigorously trained so they understand the purpose 

and function of your facility’s lockout program and the equipment to which 

they are exposed.

According to OSHA standards, healthcare facility leaders are responsible 

for providing:

        • Effective initial training

        • Certification that training has been given to all employees covered

           by the standard

        • Periodic re-training as required

The amount and type of training that each employee receives should be based on two factors:

#1   The relationship of that employee’s job to the equipment being locked out

#2   The degree of knowledge relevant to hazardous energy that he/she needs to control

Test lockout skills upon the completion of training
Proper employee training should incorporate hands-on components along with skills-based tests through 

which employees can demonstrate their lockout skills to confirm that they understand the requirements of 

how to apply these procedures and use the lockout devices successfully.

In the case of larger facilities, training can be a complex matter. Each specialized worker will benefit from 

different training because of their unique focuses and expertise.
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Large facilities may conduct training in specialist groups:

        • Management

        • HVAC Technicians

        • Electricians

        • Pipefitters

It’s also recommended to implement specialty training for these roles:

        • Lockout Program Administrator (Practitioner)

        • Lockout Instructor (Train the Trainer and Lockout Leadership)

        • Lockout Evaluator (Procedure Writer, Alternative Procedure Writer)

Invest in an in-house trainer
When it comes to larger institutions, it pays to have in-house training capability and individuals who not 

only train, but can also oversee lockout evaluation and procedure development.

For smaller facilities, well-trained “generalists” are best
At smaller healthcare campuses, it is commonplace to assign lockout responsibilities to a group of capable 

generalists. These generalists would be tasked with maintaining everything around safety and lockout and, 

therefore, require broader, more intensive training. It is critical that these individuals are well equipped and 

possess all the right knowledge and skills, as they will be responsible for keeping your institution up and 

running.

Employee training must be done via checklist or generic procedure guidelines. It is important to note that 

employees who work in the vicinity of equipment that gets locked out must also receive training appropriate 

to the level at which they function within a lockout program and specific to the types of equipment to which 

they are exposed.
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Lockout training applies to:
#1  Authorized employees who must receive training on:

       a) Recognizing applicable hazardous energy sources in their workplace

       b) The type and magnitude of the hazardous energy sources present in the workplace

       c) The methods and means necessary to isolate and control those energy sources

       d) Additional responsibilities under their employer’s lockout program

#2  Affected employees who must receive training on:

       a) The purpose, function and restrictions of their facility’s lockout program

       b) When re-training is mandatory

       c) When periodic re-training is required to ensure that all employees are kept updated on lockout 

           program changes

Employees must be re-trained under the following circumstances:
       a) A change in job assignments

       b) A change in machines, equipment or processes that present a new hazard

       c) A change in the energy control procedures

       d) A change in energy control techniques or methods

       e) When periodic inspections reveal that there are deviations from the intended energy control

           practices or procedures

       f) When the employer perceives any inadequacies in the workers’ knowledge or use of the energy

          control procedures
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Working with Contractors
Health institutions often work with outside contractors to service specialized machinery. Some contractors 

may take liberties in protecting themselves, assuming only construction guidelines—not general industry 

rules—apply to them. It is important to notify them that when they are in an existing facility with a 1910.147 

OSHA-compliant lockout program, they are required to participate when their jobs expose them to sudden 

start-up dangers.

All contractors should:

        • Be prepared and equipped to perform all the lockout procedures that are part of your contracted

           work with them

        • Have the ability to prove that their people have been trained and are adequately equipped to

           perform lockout in your facility

        • Be provided with written procedures by the healthcare facility for equipment they will be working on

Inspections and Audits:
Regular, periodic inspections must be carried out at least annually to ensure that your employees are

following energy control procedures.

Safety inspections and audits are required by OSHA and should serve to confirm that:

        • Energy control procedures are implemented properly

        • Employees are familiar with their responsibilities

        • Deviations or procedural inadequacies are corrected

        • Inspections are being performed by an authorized employee not involved in the energy control 

           procedure being inspected

        • Any deficiencies or deviations detected are being corrected
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Well-managed lockout programs will go a long way to keep you compliant with OSHA—but that is just the 

tip of the iceberg. Clear, systemized safety procedures and good practices will keep your patients and 

employees safe: fewer accidents, fewer injuries and minimal fatalities. Moreover, they will serve to boost 

productivity by minimizing equipment downtime and streamlining maintenance procedures, which in turn 

will increase the overall efficiency of your facility’s operations. Prioritize lockout/tagout in your hospital, 

clinic, or medical facility, and you will be taking a significant stride towards building a safer, healthier, more 

productive workplace.

For more information, please contact us at safetyconsulting@mlock.com.

The information presented in this paper is not intended to be legal advice, is not to be acted on as such, and is subject to change without notice. You should 
contact an attorney to obtain legal advice with respect to any particular issue or problem. 

This paper is brought to you by Todd Grover, Global Sr. Manager - Applied Safety 
Solutions, The Master Lock Company.
Todd has over 30 years of experience as a practicing safety professional and EHS Manager as well as a 

business degree in Administrative Management. He holds an Advanced Safety Certification through the 

National Safety Council and is an OSHA authorized instructor for both the General Industry and Construc-

tion 10- and 30-hour courses. He has worked with a wide range of industries to prepare numerous lockout 

policies and detailed procedures, develop company-specific compliance training, and perform accident 

investigations. Todd has represented dozens of employers during lockout-related OSHA citation cases. He 

has worked with Control of Hazardous Energy Lockout/Tagout since the inception of the OSHA 1910.147 

standard and is currently a participating member of the ANSI Z244.1 committee on Control of Hazardous 

Energy, as well as a delegate to the U.S. PC283 committee contributing to the upcoming ISO 45001 Global 

Standard for Occupational Health and Safety.


